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41 School closing

•Student Government elections

Candidates hope for more student involvement Weather
reigns over
university
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer

Ben Meikeljohn and Ben Chipman wantone positive by -product of
their Student Govenunent mnpaign
-- - greater involvement with all forms
of govanatent, the pair said at a
press ounference Friday .
Meikeljohi. seeking the presi dewy. and vice presidential hopeful Chipman stressed greater in vvAvemem with campus, local and state
i...unamb 26 a Tan WAX at their
campaign
We need to take steps to improve relations with the surrounding
tciv.rts,- Nfeikeljohn said -Students
need to get m volved with local palas well as poldacs on k;a114XLS
OnC way the pair hope so involve
srtaients is tni lobbying for a bail
sponsored by Ralph Coffman, 1)
Old Town.The hill seeks to roll back
tuition latest" 20percent.offsetting
recent Monism in tuition rues.
This hill is a step in the rigts
direction.- Chipman qui.'We need
to make sure that students have av cm to the best quality educanon a!
the most affonialite cast
Chipman aided that he is cut
rattly orstaiminig a coahtion of student% so students would have inpui

By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer

hn (left) and presidential
Student Government vice-presidential candidate Ben Melkeljo
candidate Ben Chipman.(Page photo)
for future bills affecting Chiaine
students
issue the pairfeel saving .&
it about is the presence offrau-110es
on CaMplaC, such as Taco Bell Express in the Memorial Union and the
Pizza Hue located in the Bea's Den

Currently . Meike-hohn and Chipman ale seeking signatures for a
student initiative wiroch would have
student groups consulted before am
franchtse conducts hustriess oricam "Multi-riaooryal corporanons arid

franchises takes away frorn local
husirwss.- Meikehohn said.
The initiative. when enough student signatures air collected Will
act hie a General Student Senate
See CHIPMAN/
MEIXELIOHN on page 3
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Former students know their beans
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he hoped for in the culture a coffee.
The Icahn' ranee and stoth in
die tnithbon. Mere and ham) of
coffee is Mang parts s dr acrid.
as wel as then farrularin with the
um sad qualks of vanosn kiol of
gourmet coffee, led them to snit a
miIre shop in Orono hist Sot-rata
-We waein satssfied auth the
coffee that's avrablite in the icsul
ma-tet because some of the car-vis. n about the
ion lack isfornuno

fee and the pncesan high. Weas
here because we snow- kith)
said.
The coffee shop was a great
- ttys to offer goal
was for the Kir
affix a reasonable gnces aod to
sermundthenvelvin with thetate
and smell of coffer -"Alio does
not like to wake up to the smell of
. a radiicoffee- LaBer
See(X)FFEE on pese 3

With slush, ice and other elements fat outstripping the hest efforts of area plow crews and salt
trucks, the University of Wine decided to cksse the campus at 2 p.m.
Friday afternoon.
Judson Shendan,suce president
for Academic Affairs, decided to
close offices and classes on canipus
SO that faculty. students and staff
could safely return home. Normally, UMaine President Fred Hutchinson would have made the docision: however. with Hutchinson not
on campus it became Shendan's
decision. The vice president for
Academic Affairs is the second-incharge in the president's absence
lhic recommendationcamefrom
Charles Rauch, vice president for
business and finance. Under a
l'Maine plan. Rauch can recommend, after consuhing others, that
the university he closed all day or
part of die day Am ic-ctcton to call
cifschool requires at least two hours
notice, Rauch said. because closing
the school involves giving faculty
and staff administratne leave
The decision toclose the uM versity at 2 p.m.,Rauch said, was made
for two MINI frit901Z — icc allow
cab news in sand the muds. utich
would improve mad conditions for
the dove borne, and so that the few.
no number of classes would he
rrusied.
"We felt we wouldn't he.reopar&zing num people sac-ademic programs.- Rauch said
UMaine. he added. also tries to
remain open despite the weather
conditions.
“Facuk guard these days Ike
hawks.- Rauch said -There is alSee SCHOOL CLOSING
on Mc 3

•Higher education

UMahle sponsors new TRIO Alumni Society
By Meredith Mee
Staff Writer
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WorldBriefs

Coffee

of women
• Democracy changes political status
• Ruisian economic reforms will continue
• Billy Graham visits North Korea
411,

Democracy changing South
African women's political roles
most
[(LAWTON PARK,South Africa(API --Faith Nkosi falls into probably the
oppressed group of South Africans She is black. female, and a domestic worker.
a crowd.
But when she stands on a stage in het apron and aims her piercing %owe at
the cheers prove she is more than a maid.
women who
hami. head of the Domestic Workers' Union. is among a gnawing number of
a black -led
when
forgotten
not
are
they
sure
make
to
limelight
are entering the political
go% eminent takes power after the April deCtiOrls
cloistered
The dramatic elixirs in South Afnca have jarred women out of their traditionally
commitment
the
an
alai
questions
raise
and
culture
African
with
in es into stands that often clash
ot the African National Congress to equality The ANC.the nation's largest bla:k organization.

1

is expected to wir. in .April
(ANC)
' When we used to talk about affirmative action, we had the support from our
ally ofthe
ointrades." said Dorothy Mokgalo ofthe Congress of South African Trade Union.an
call
.ANC.''But when we talk about affimuti e action today in relation to women,cur ownrairs
it tokenism
hearing
Mokgaka Nkosi and about a dozen other women took the stage this month at a public
called by the Women's National Coalition to highlight discrimination in es•eradnrig from tribal
two
laws to jobs The coalition of 80 women's groups was formed in April 1992. giving it only
salurs
of
Paimiyhal
YearS in ehilienr anilines

•Iraq

UN plans to monitor
Iraqi weapons factories
MANAMA. Bahrain API — The United Nations
dl set up telestsion eainera.c and monitoring sensors
and inspect factories to ensure Baghdad doc(n't acquire
or build long-range missiles. a Russian official said Sunday
The longterm monitoring which Iraq agreed to In November after months of -tailing, is designed to keep Iraq from
de% eloping monies nb a range of more than 95 miles — such
as those it fired at Saudi Arabia and Israel during the Gulf War
The lemis of the 1991 cease-fire prohibit Iraq from developing or occkpiling Scud-type long-range missiles, in well as

Chernomyrdin says Russian
economic reforms will push forward
DAVOS, Sw itzerland API — In an impassioned dctense of his govern Viktor Chernomyrdin vowed on
nient's policies. Russian Prime Minister
Saturday that market reforms would continue
,'' he said at a
'Russia will not turn back. There will be no backpedaling
Forum being held in this Swiss resort. "1
news conference at the World Economic
be no going back to it."
know what socialism is all about. There will
of reformist
Chernomyrdin was addressing Western fears that the departure
state controls and hyperinflation.
ministers from the government would lead to more
by the end of the year He predicted
He conceded that inflation would likely rise
then slow down to 15-18
it would rise to about 20 percent per month by June but
year.
the
of
end
the
by
month
percent per
who was widely
Russia's former reformist finance minister. Boris Fyodoros,
from 30 percent
respected in the Vs'sst. had managed to bring down monthly inflation
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to 12 percent by the end of last year.
with the head of the
He left the go%•emment this past week after a power struggle
ors
government
inflationary
fa%
who
o,
Gerashchenk
Viktor
bank.
central
country's
subsidies to inefficient state farms and industries
by former
The Cabinet put together since the December elections is dominated
directors
farm
collective
and
planners
industrial bosses, central
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nuclear. chemical and biological A eaponc
The L nned Nations installed cameras at two missile tea:
saes in Iraq last summer
Nikita Sam:knack head of a team of 16 U N weapons
experts. called the plan to morutor Iraq's missile production
•'unprecedented.
"In missiles. you don't e% en have a legal precedent. unlike
the chemical area where you have a chemical weapons conoen
tarn and the nuclear where you have a non-pnaliferation meaty ." he told reporter% on the team's return from a weeklong visit
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•Financial Restructuring

•South Africa
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•German AIDS infection

Agency hid suspicions
of tainted blood
BONN. Germany 4AP; — A government health
agenca hushed up for us years suspicions that hundreds of patients received AIDS-tainted blood dur-.g tranclusions, the federal health minister said Saturday
The apparent cover-up. also disclosed in the newspaper
Bild. could reawaken a scandal over AIDS-tainted blood
that scared and angered German,lact year The scandal had
died &sun la% Nca erntseT
Health Minister Horst Seetiofer said that in 1955 and
1989. the Federal Health Office in Berlin was told by a
pharmaceuticals company that se% eral hundred people
may has c been treated with tainted hica id products it had sold
Seehofer said the agency. Whkil monitor' pharmaceuti
cal companies. didn't tell him at the suspicions until he

4

asked on Foday
'It"san olltrigt that despite the public discuss-ion of the
past few months die Federal Health Office did not make this
pubbc on its own," Seehofer said

•Billy Graham

Ameri
• • can Evangelist
visits North Korea
a

TOKYO API — Evangelist Billy Graham met
U North Korean President Kim II Sung on Saturday and
cons e•ed 3 erhal message In en President Clinton
North Korean media reported
The Korean Central News Agency. mornarred in Tokyo.
said Kim gas ca luncheon forGraturrr But it did not give details
e4 discussions. or say how long the evangelea would slay
Grakarn s tsn comes as the L fluted States and North
Kensa are engaged it. a dispute riser North K.srea !election
of opening its nuslear sites to full inspection The hard-line
sommunist nitro) insists its nuclear program is for peace
ful uses
Graham. -5 armed in the North Korean capful iliumday his second visit once ispn' 1992 Roth tunes he was
ironed by Kim. who has ruled the northern half of the Korean
peninsula since its division at the end of Waind Va' f

•Northern Ireland

IRA plants bombs in
downtown London
in
LONDON t AP) -- A firebomb detonated
it
London shop and starteda fire while police
police
ice.
des
IRk
fused another suspected
Sunday
The irh-endon hidden among towels in a best.- shop. did not hurt any of the officers when it
Saturday night. Scotland 1 and said in a statement
Although there was no immediate claim of rt
bility. the Irish Republican Army frequently uses cat
and
%erre -sized firebombs to cause economic damage
rar
The
London
incomemence in Britain particularly
lasted group has been waging a 21-years tolent campaign

6

against British rule of Northern Ireland
firebombing,
Saturday •• attack follows similar IRA
mos:
ondon's
1
Street.
in the MIITIC stretch of Oxford
popular shopping area
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from page 1

ate of the University of Maine at Presque Isle
and a native of Northern Maine. said.
The Java People features a great variety of
flavored coffee Kirby said that they like to buy
flavors that other companies do not offer, and
try to keep prices as low as possible.
"We try to offer the variety offlavors there
are," LaBrie-Kirby said. "Give us a try. We
also offer expressos.lanes.coffees in a variety
of ways of drinking it," she adds.
As for quality. Kirby insists that they personally sample all the flavors, scrutinize the
beanscarefully and choose only- the best grades
ofcciffee. He said there are no standard criteria
applied and some brands may contain a mixture °thigh- and lea grade coffee beans or use
a particularly strong flavor to camouflag% low
quality.
However,the Java Estate, he said,exercises the greatest care in the selection of highgrade coffee beans In order to sell under its
label. the coffee has to be certified by an
importer who ensures that the quality claimed
by the producer is as it should be. LaBrieKirby said that quali:y is sometimes influenced by the weather conditions and, therefore. the crop is evaluated each year.
-The as erage person does not realize their
morning cup of coffee has been monitored.Kirby adds
Their future plans include extending the
hours on weekends and creating a coffeehouse kind of atmosphere that will anract
people with an artistic and poetic bend of
mind. They want to provide an alternative to
drinking and driving and they hope to infuse
people with the same lose for coffee that
inspired them

Chipman/Meikeljohn
resolution introduced on the Senate floor.
"Most ofthe profits made by the franchises
and multi-national corporations — about 700o
80percent ofthe profits made — head right out
of state," Chipman said. "It doesn't help the
local economy very much."
Meikeljohn also said he would work on
restructuring room contracts, making them
only half-year contracts as opposed to the
current year-long agreement
"1 think that it's an absolute shame that
students have to enter into a contract for a whole
year,"Meikeljohn said.-This is the only univer
city in the world that has a one year contract."
As senator,representing Balentine,Colvin
and Estabrixike Halls. Meikeljohn said he was
able to pass a resolution that calls for the
university to wait three years before taking
over a student building.
(i'hipman, a fellow senator representing
Aroostook Hall, feels his and Meikeljohn's
involvement in Senate is a raking point fix
further student involvement.

-Working in Senate spurred a lot of interest,it made me awam."Chipinan said."We'ye
tChipnvan and Meikeljohn) shown students
that there's a possibility to be involved in
Student Government.Both Meikeljohn and Chipman are running
under the banner ofthe Green Party, the second
ticket in as many elections, the Green Pasty has
endorsed Student Government candidates.
Werth Nauli was endorsed by them last year
"I agree with all the N aloes the party stands
for," Meikeljohn said
To be endorsed on the ballot, tickets need
a written statement from leading party officials in the state and must present it to the
chairperson ofthe Fair Bettis), Ptix ticesCornmissies!.
No matter the outcome,both said they will
be involved with student issues.
-Regardless of whether Ben or! win, we
will continue to work on issues we feel are
important to students at the University of
Maine.'Chipman said

School closing from page 1
ways big debate that we've got enough clays
"We're nia an elementary school. Our
policy is that we try to stay open if at all
possible."
Rauch said that closing the university
early is the course most often taken, particu lady during holidays when students are not in
school
Michael Zubick, a police lieutenant at
Public Safety, said that the rainfall made it
much harder to keep the roads passable.
"If you put down salt and it rains, it really
doesn't do much good," Zubick said.
When he came to UMaine for his evening
shift, he noticed that road conditions were
particularly distressing.
"When you go by a sand truck that's off in
a ditch, that's something."
Making a decision to call off school,
Zubick added, is always difficult.
"No matter what you do, you're never
quite sure," he said."It's like trying to predict
the weather.-
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Alumni Society from page 1

•1

from page I

making connections with students who may
come In im the same ens ironment they did will
promote our idea_ Our idea surrounding this
program is to prov idc 3 Irieth.ltlIsM and reconnect alumni and students with one another,and
suppet other students coming through.In support of the TRIO program's missions, hammer also defined the tnie purpose
of the TRIO Alumni Society -The TRIO
Alumni Society acts as a vehicle for reconnecting with the TRIO community Through
the TRIO Alumni Society alumni me involved so they can give hack the benefits the,

The Maine Campus.
Just stop by our office, which is located in the basemcilt
of IrOld Hall. The cost is only $1 per line (35 characters)
totx a x-,rriy as you hire The deadline 18 reb 10th at 5 pm.
These ads must be paid by the &talc,
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Spring Break packages to Caribbean & Florida & Mexico
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•Unions

Handling of
trade pact creates
bad opinions
WASHINGTON 1. API — Unions further undermined their already faltering
standing in the opinions of A rnencans ss ith
their strident opposition to the North American Free Trade Agreement. according to a
poll released Saturdas
The surses. by Louis Hams and As.,
crates. said nearly three-fourths of Americans credited organized labor with impros ing wages and working conditions
But 7fi percent criticized unions as too
ins ors ed in politics. nearly two-thirds said
labor is more concerned 'Aids fighting change
than in creating ii and 58 percent blamed
union'- for stifling !tido.idual initialise
The curses ' suggests thrt labor desper &Rely needs new leadership. fresh thinking
and new strategies. said Humphrey Tay kw. president of New Yogic-based Louis
Harris
Unions were infuriated by President
Clinton's backing of the North Amencan
Free Trade .Agreena.nt. which took effect
Jan. I after Congress adopted it last November The agreement phases out many
tariffs between the United States, Mexico
and Canada oser 15 years. creating the
world's largest free trade zone.
The Hams poll card the NAFTA debate
•'was a disaster for organized Labor
The curses said 62 pers.-rm of those
asked had a negative reaction to organized
labor's handling of the trade maner. while
27 per-Lent believed unions handled the
issue well

The Maine Camp
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•IRA

Up, up a

US gives visa to Sinn Fein leader
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The United
States granted a limited sisa Sunday to
Gerry Adams, president of Sinn Fein, the
political wing of the hisli Republican
Arm)
The decision, announced by the White
House. re s erses a policy of barring Adams
from the country because of his assocra 'non with the IRA.
The White House said Attorney General Janet Reno had issued a • • sr, ais er to his
ineligibility"to allow Adams to attend a
peace conference in Ness York. This was
at the recommendation of Secretary. of
State Warren Christopher
Adams has been turned down in eight
previous requests for s isas. and the decision to allow him into the country re-

limas recent progress in negotiations to
end decades of civil strife in Northern
Ireland
—The president supports this difficult
decision and Lielieses it will help advance
the cause of peace in Northern Ireland." the
White House press office said in a statement
Adams who is to address a meeting in
New York on Tuesday. will be allowed to
stay in the United States only 48 hours, and
must stay within 25 miles of the WaldorfAstoria hotel where the conference is being
held.
He also is prohibited from engaging in
any direct or indirect fund-raising.
Officials of the State Department, the
National Security Council and the Justice

Department met Saturday and Sunday tc
discuss Adams case,according to a sows
close to the discussions
In its initial response to Ada.-ns. visa
request, the administration said Adam
must first renounce Irish Republican
Army violence. Sinn Fein is the legal
political ally of the outlawed paramilitary
group
In a meeting with U S. officials in
Belfast last week. Adams said he hoped
"to see an end to all % tolence and an end
to this conflict.
Adams also said publicly this week
that he is prepared to''go the extra!Me.'
for peace in Northern Ireland and wants
the IRA disbanded, but only after Bntish
troops are withdrawn.

•Radioactivity

MIT scientist says Chernobyl
containment much worse than reported
BOSTON t AP) — A 1986 explosion at
the Chernobyl nuclear reactor led to a complete core meltdown and far worse contamination than previously reported,says a Massachusetts Institute of Technolog) researcher who studied the reactor's ruins
The arnottnt of radioactrs ity released during the world's worst nuclear disaster w as up
to four to five times greater than prevususly

We Need You!
The following student senate seats
are N acant and need people
to nil them:

Stodder Hall
Off-Campus(3 Seats).

published estimates. Alexander Sich. a nuclear engineer said in a 500-page doctoral
dissertation presented earlier this month
So% let authorities claimed that the initial
explosion at the 1.000-megawatt Chemoby I
4 reactor led only to a partial meltdown
They said helicopters were able to douse the
blazing core by smothering it with S.000
tons of sand. lead. boron and clay

But Sid". who spent 8 months studying
the mined reactor, said the hetet-oven completely missed their target. according to the
Boston Sunday Globe
He said the melted core burned through
protective layers and into the lowest levels
of the plant basement It coukl have come
into contact with groundwater and set off an
enormous steam explosion

RUSH
PI BETA PHI
107 College Ave
across from
Stodder Hall

Nick Jenkins, a
ice from Mortars

Monda, January 31st at 5pm

Punch with Snacks - Open House
Tuesday, February 1st at 5pm

Mulled Cider & Hors D'Oeuvers

For will be available in
the Student Government Office
on the third floor, Memorial Union
beglaing at 9 am on
Monday, February 14,

Get your forms completed and
returned as soon as possible.
First to complete the process
will be nominated.

Wednesday, February 2nd at 5pm

Oriental Jade - Extravaganza
Thursday, February 3rd at 5pm

Garden Party

fI

Wili
Lab •
Nutt
Athki

Full S.
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•Fighting back

Up, up and away

Many women benefit
by resisting attackers

Ida) to
SOLflt

WASHIN(ITON AP) — More than 60
percent of won en who resisted an attacker
verbally or physically think they imploved
their situation,but experts want that it's hard to
tell when fighting hack will help.
Some 23 percent of women who resisted a
rape, robbery or assault by arguing. reasoning
or fighting back believed that self-protective
behavior did not help their situation. and 16
percent weren't sure, according to a Justice
Department study released Sunday.
The report comes as the case of Lorena
Bobbin, the Virginia woman who cut off her
husband's penis, has expanded public debate
over women who fight back. And Congress is
svorking on a crime bill approved by the Senate
with new mks of evidence for rape cases,
funding for battered women's shelters and
training for judges and police about family
violence and rape.
The data on women who have resisted
comes from 400,000 individual interviews
dunng 1987-1991 with a nationally representative sample of women in the Bureau of
Justice Statistics' National Crime NIL-tramtion Survey. The bureau estimates; 2.5 million
women a year were victims of violent crime
But Dean Kilpatrick,director of the Cnme
Victims Research and Treatment Center at the
Medical University ofSouth Carolina,pointed
out that a small but important minoriq --- the
5..000 or so women triurderai in each 01t.-tos,e
fi‘e yeas --- were not available to be asked
whether they resisted their attackers.
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"What it you knew more than 60 percent
found resisting left them better off,20 percent
or so were worse oil, but some were killed
resisting? What would you do?" the clinical
psychology professor asked.
"h would be gnat if there was an easy
answer to the question of when to resist. But
it's difficult because it depends on the situation,and each woman faces 3 unique situation
with unique curumstances '
If someone's intent is clearly to kill, a
woman might as well resist, Kilpabck said
"But some sadonuisoithists we inflamed
to greater violence by resistance," he added.
'Broad generalizations are not useful.Kilentic.L and Diane Alexander, assistant
directcr of the National Victims Center in Arlington. Va.,agentthat the resulis ofthe Justice
study support a nem:in recent yeas away from
uniformly advising women not to resist attacts
"That's why there's been a boom in selfdefense courses." Ms. Alexander said.
Thc best of these courses do not advise
fixed responses, like -five things to do to stop
a race," she said. "Yon have to use basic
utstincts. It depends on the person, on the
situation and on the rapist's motivation."
Sometimes that motivation is unexpected,
Ms. Alexander said. She roc/aimed the case of
a rapist who had preyed on 3 hospital nursing
staff but came to the defense of a nurse being
attacked by a robber. "He say that attack as
harming the woman but didn't recognize that
his(ran actions were harmful"

clears snow and
Nick Jenkins, a worker with Roof Systems, Inc. of Bangor,
ice from Alumni Hall last week (Wickenheiser photo.)
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Do you like to handle
other people's
money?
If so, applications are now being
accepted for

Treasurer of Student
Government
This is a one year paid position
February 94-February 95.

Applicator 614611ine is Febtruary 15,

4J
1
/

/p

tibrtleadhrlf -, February 15\

Applicants must be a sophomore or
junior undergraduate and have at least
one semester of accounting or be
currently enrolled.
If interested, please stop by the
Student Government Office, 3rd floor
Memorial Union and pick up an
application.

Deadline: February 4, 1994i
3:30 p.m.
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•Doomed verdict
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War between men and women
polarize Menendez jury
LOS ANGELES(AP)— A ssar between
men and women on Erik Menendez' jury
doomed the chances for a verdict, a group of
female jurors said Saturday. suggesting that
homophobia and sexism influenced the deliberations.
"It was hostile in there," said juror Tracy Miller, 27, a bookstore clerk. "There
were insults, sexual comments. They tried
to outshoot us:'
"We were called ignorant asses and
empta headed and 'those ye omen.'" said
another juror, a 16-year-old secretary a ho
asked not to be identified. "... We had one
juror who would put on his sunglasses and
be balancing his checkbook and cutting out
coupons when the women were talking."
Hazel Thornton. 36. a Pacific Bell Co.
engineer, said the jury even had trouble
choosing a foreperson because of sexual
"The guys would never have voted for
any of us: she said. "So we took the least
offensive man." a college professor.
The female jurors made their comments
while meeting ia ith an Associated Press
reporter a:the office oflass yer Leslie Abramson, who represented Erik. Included in the
meeting were four jurors and two alternates
from Erik's jura and an alternate from the
jury of his brother. Lyle
Attempts to get comment from male
jurors were unsuccessful Two refused to
comment when contained by phone: a third
didn't return a telephone message.there was
no answer at the home of a fourth: and
numbers for the fifth and sixth male juror'
were unavailable.

Erik, 23, and Lyle, 26, were charged
with first-degree murder in the Aug. 20,
I 989,slayings oftheir wealthy parents, Jose
and Kitty Menendez. Prosecutors said the
brothers killed out of greed and hatred: the
brothers testified they were sexually and
mentally abused by. their parents
Erik's jurors deliberated for 106 hours
over 19 days before they deadlocked Jan.
11. Lyle's jury deliberated for 1.19 hours
over 25 days before they deadlocked Enday.
A show-of-hands vote on the first day of
deliberations indicated the jura was evenly
split, the female jurors said Saturday: six
women for manslaughter convictions, six
men for first-degree murder. Ultimately.
five men voted for first-degree murder, one
for second-degree The women all voted for
voluntary manslaughter.
When the issue of homosexuality was
raised by a prosecutor late in the trial. Miller
recalled that several of the male jurors
showed new interest. She said the male
jurors became fixated on whether Enk was
homosexual and that one sugge,ted Erik and
Lyle were homosexual lovers.
'He just made that up:' she said in
He
exasperation. "It wasn't evidence
said Jose and Kitty found out that Erik and
Lyle were haaing a homosexual affair and
that's why they had to kill them
Miller called the prosecution's innuendos about Erik's sexualits a desperation
ploy
"It was the last straw for the pmaccu
non.- she said. They couldn't prove hatred or greed So they played this dirty little
trick at the end and the guys fell for it

S"NTS TOPICS"
Break from Tobacco
Feb. 1 Kicking the Nicotine Habit Take a
Rick Kochis. Health Impact Group
Tuesday. 3:1 Sp. m
Natter Lounge. Memorial Union
maximize
A series of new programs designed to help older students
information to care
their university experience by providing Important
for themselves both physically and emotionally.

Delta Delta Delta

•Clearing the smoke

Federal tobacco smuggling
trial opens in Maine
BANGOR.Maine(AP)-- The tobac- maiatioddy Bay to New Brunswick.
Frederick 1 Moore ill. who was the
co smuggling trial of tysc, Caradiana and
police chief in 1992 and
reservation
seven
among
were
three Americana who
people named in a 21 -count federal in- worked with investigators in developing
a pro-sdictment a year ago continues this week the government's case,testified as
ecution witness as the trial began.
in ITS District Court.
'I understood that I was to assist in
In an opening statement Friday. U.S.
way to ensure that the people got the
some
defenaccused
Attorney las McCloskey
by either
dants in the case seeking to involve the product into Canada unmolested
police chief of Pleasant Point Indian Res- governmena- Moore said.
Facing various charges are Francis T.
ervation two 'ears ago -to assure the
Boots, 45, of Cornwall Island. Ontario;
accunty of their operation.''
Indian
A uthonnes allege that a group ofsmug- Ellwaan Cook, 40, of Akwesasne
glers brought nearly $400,000 worth of Reservation, Ontario; Dewey A. Lazore,
, St.
tobace<, into Canada foam the United 40. of St Regis Indian Reservation
Beverand
35,
Boots,
J.
Jake
;
Y
N
Regis.
brought
States. Tobacco allegedly was
ington,
from New York to Maine, where it was ly Pierro, 45. both of Fort Co%
N.Y.
PansaCTUSS
taken
and
boats
onto
loaded

•Outlaw hunters

bear hunting ring broken

the

and Game.
Lee wouldn't comment to reporters as
officers arrested him Fodas at his office.
Each felony carries a maximum sentence of
a year in jail and a ssor fine
Seized records could result in as mans to
20 additional misdemeanor arrears of alleged guides and customers, atkins said
The five-month sting by state fish and
game authorities and police was dubbed
Operation Asian Uraus

LOS ANGELES(AP)— The arreat of a
businessman broke a ring that arranged illegal hunts of California black bears and sold
the animal parts for thousands of dollars to
buyers in the United States and abroad,
authonties said.
William Jim Tack Lees'as charged with
four felonies involving the operation in
which at least 10bears in Northern California forests were killed. said Lt Eddie Watkins of the California Department of Fish
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7-8 pm
Tuesday, February 1
60's Bash
Put on your favorite beads and tie dies
and listen to the Dead
Wednesday, February 2 7-8 pm
Pajama Party
Wear your favorite jammies
and eat some milk & cookies

Come in and check out our Baniain Table
a Dereilees a Winter Gloves
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7-8 pm
Friday, February 3
Tea for Two
The sisters have a special treat for you.

Rose Bike
Pins 5,

Located in the basement of Kennebec Hall.
Any Questions? Call Mel at 866-0212.

I

Orono, Me
8166-3S25
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•NASA-Russia
•National conference

Governors delight in Washington's
agenda but watch their wallets
ASHING TON API — The nation s
governors met Saturday. ecstatic that the
White House and Congress are focusing on
crime. welfare reform and health care — yet
anxious that Washington's solutions don't
tie their hands or bust their budgets
"At least evers:one seems to agree *hat
the big three issues are,- said Massachusetts Go'. William Weld."But as the finderal government acts, it needs to be sensitive
that the action and accountahilits is at the
state level"
As the National GOVernots Association
opened its annual meeting.the Clinton White
House intensified its effort to enlist the
governors as allies in this year's mare kgiclatise hanks
On welfare and cOme, the administration effort appears likely to be successful. as
it is as on the :Time front is ith may ors dun ng
t'setr meeting in Washington last week
But on health care reforrn the relationship *ith governors is more ,cimpli..ated
and strained hs partisan do ides
Governors perhaps MOM than ans other
group of points ians are adamant in their
demand for health care reform, because
wending on heahh care nou outpaces school
spending in most states Rut the govern:1.n
worry- that as the federal go.ernment tries to
pass them on to
curb its costs, It ihill

MINI\
sam.(- •G
5•5.555

the states
"In Congress s:ou are not responsible for
the consequences of sour decisions," said
South Carolina Gm Carroll Campbell, a
former House member
-We alWayS IVOIT) about over-regulalion and micromanagement.'• echoed Colorado Gov. Ros Romer The federal gm
ernment can do much better tf it tries not to
say one size fits all."
Last year, when Clinton made his initial
push for health care reform,the White House
hoped to enlist Campbell and other Republican governors, if not as advocates for Clin ton's plan at least as allies in an effort to
reach a bipartisan compromise
Rut since that entreaty last summer. the
Republican governors have stepped up ,.-riticism of Clinton's approach, even as the)
pledge to help shape a compromise That rift
ha,complicated the behind-the-scenes nepsiating of the governors whose policy
statements are al* ay s the product of concensus
Campbell. *Ns heads the governor's
association this sear and is mulling a 199(1
presidential run. said Clinton *ill hair to
retreat from his promise of UM•ersal health
insurance cos erage h 1998 because it is too
expensive
Democrats in the organiaation nisi, to

- defense, although mans of them
Clinton ,
consay his plan has too much government
universal
for
timetable
the
that
trol and
cos erage will probabls he pushed a fess
more years into the future.
"Without urns coal coverage you cannot significantly reduce the financial pressures that states are feeling.- said Indiana

Cosmonaut's
I shuttle flight
marks new era

Gm Evan Bash
In both health care and welfare reform,
the governors are sinualls unanimous in
sasing thes could cut costs and deliver better set-sic-es if given more flexibility by the
federal government.
Mark Gearan. the White House communications director, said the administration
has appmved es ti-) major request from state
gos cements for %salvers of federal health
care and is elfare regulations So far, he said.
fivt states. Hie and 90 local *ars ers to health
care regulations base been approved. And
10 states have been allowed to expenment
with a elf are reform
Gearan said this was a sign of Clinton's
commitment to "a nos federalism.- a term
often used by President Reagan to suggest
he u as go trig more poise's to the states But
under the Reagan and Rush administrations.
Gearan said the terrn meant 'fend for yourself' as A ashington cut funding to states
for health education and other programs

We're looking for people
who like people!

Join MBNA Marketing Systems on February 2
4
from p.m. to 6 p.m. at our Open House. and learn more
about the exciting pan-time telemarketing opportunities
available in our Orono office.
What is MBNA Marketing Systems?
MBNA Marketing Systems IS a subuchan of MR\k lont`TICa a FOrtline Sentce 500 compares
with mote than ten million(USICMITICrs The worlds leading issuer of the
Gold Masten aid * we're known for our unparalleled COMMItenent 10 MT
Customers and to our people

flight earls next year
NASA has trained Knkales and Tam at
fall-fledged shuttle cressmen SITICe their srn in Novernber1992 Beth are pros Krikales alreads has vent 45l days in apace and
Taos W dais's

SPRING
BREAK

\\hat sets'NANA Marketing Systems
apan from other companies?
MR\S Marketing Systems offers a fun vet professional vow* enstronment
and competitive calsr-w• marring al SA SO per hour plus incentive.
HO% mush you earn depends on s-our moos-anon to sus red
Were among a %tiro few ompames that offer part time peopt,
paid holidays and paid vacation

For more information. you're invited to attend our
Open House on rehruail 2 from 4 p m to6 prn
at 16 GodfreN Dnve in the Maine Technolog. Park
Or call 1207' 866-0700

M. Mallerl
Swim eapwasest

VIM awl Mall
*won 11•11•1111.•

MK Of MIRO
from $439

CANCIA14
JAMAICA
FLORIDA

from 543C

from $129

What are the hours?
Two different work schedules are availabk
Moods'. through I nclas 51 a m to 12 noon or
%grinds. through Thursdas 5 r m tocpm

What 5

CAPE CANAVERAI.. Ha (AP! —T
planet co.% o space superpowers ahead) have
exchanges]handshakes and hugs,shard borscht arid cranberry sauce arid toasted aith
apple juice-- 140 miles above Earth
This week. 19 years after the ApolloSoyur doclung mission,five American aStre.
nauts and one Russian cosmonaut *ill pick
up in orbit where their predecessors left off.
Sergei Krikaks will become the first
Russian to fly on a U.S space shuttle when
Discovers lifts off Thursdas on a science
mission.
Unlike Apollo-Soyur.*hat ticought thee
Americans and two Russians together in orbit
in 1975.astronauts and cosmonauts will comps the same ship from launch through landing
"This to me is a real landniark. not just
because Serget's on our flight, but because
OUT two countries are *sitting together."
said Discovers astronaut Jan Di'. is
Both countries say the minion is onl ttx
beginning of many joint space ventures
The ultimate goal is an international space
station,to he built using launch vehicles from
both countnes Construction is tabeduled to
begin in 1Q9- and the station is expected to
house permanent ..rews his 2.00i
The me COUTITTleS agreed on the )0011
station late last year They also agreed to to
chunk dockings with Russia's Ma space
station,beginning M 1995,toexchange crews
do research and upgrade the aging Mir
The dea' mpantied on a 1992 agreement
that arranged few Krikales's then and for an
ArnensArr astronaut to tls on Mir foe three
months an 1995
Altogether,five Amnesia astronauts at
to spend a combined 24 months on Mn And
another Russian cosmonaut — Vladimir
Taos Krikales 's backup for Drsooyeris
missionalreads is training for a Shade

What are the lob requirements?
Vs(0 looking for people who like people Qualified candidates will possess sarong
and the desire for pan time employment
4.ornmunk awn skills a high degree of moos at ion
that could lead to an IntereSTIrlg and successful career in the financial services sector
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•Smoke lawsuit

•Education goals
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-- The high school graduation rate will
W ASHINGTON 1AP — Dra% ing maps education. traditionally a state and local isto at least 90 percent.
increase
pass.
to
it
expect
they
of a communita. understanding the difference sue But even
An Ohio coun
CINCINNATI (AP)
—U.S.children will lease grades 4.8 and
It is essentially an attempt to use a
between solids. liquids and gases, performing
can he more than a nut •
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ize the 12 having demonst
folk dances from around the sold - they're benignly titled program to national
sance — it can be used to commit battery.
challenging subject matter.
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There ai a% s seems to he a gripe
about parking, but this lovely winter
weather has provided a whole new park
disregarding parking
trig dilemma
ther
altoge
spaces
In these cub-remo temperatures who
v.antstoscalk any distance to class? So
people has e started parking as close to
their destinations as possible. This
means c-eating spaces where there have
never been spaces before
Have you tried dnving rn Alumni
Hall lately Forget about ii it there is a
truck making a delivery there or in front
of Fernald Hall The only was you're
getting hs is it you have four-wheel drive
and feel like taking the scenic route over
the 'no hanks and ,Jdessalks

The point here is that this is not
necessary. Even though it is perfectly
understood that parting in front of buildings is ideal, it's not supposed to happen.
There is blatant disregard for parking
lines Granted those lines are currently
under six inches of ice, but it's obvious
where cars are not supposed to be.
One place which has totally lost sense
oforder is behind Stevens Hall People are
liasicalls leaving their cars in the street
and making it impossible for other cars to
get by Perhaps RINK Safety should set
up barricades to remind motorists where
road stalls
the parking lot ends and the
without
even
is.
matter
The fact of the
barricades, it onls takes a link common
sense to knrns where to park. liv4'8,
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Doctors race to block heart
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Calvin and Hobbes
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For Monday, January 31

ed.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Several
decisive changes are due to take place in the
working panern of your life over the next
few days What comes to light should deum:. a nval's arguments and show you that
all the heartache has been worthwhile.
CANCER Chase 21-July 22): Mistakes
are a fact of life — it is the response to error
that counts There IS no reason why you
should rush around trying to put nght a mwill
mannc or creative disagreement that
.
anyway
itself
of
care
take
ly
eventual
LEO (July 23-August 22): There have
been some angry scenes recently. You are
sick and tired of tivuig by others rules and
requirements. and now nothing can be allowed to keep you from following your own
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path through life
VIRGO (August 23-September 22):
Because Mercury plays such an important
role ,n y'OUT solar chart now, you should not
have trouble persuading partners or loved
ones to see things your way for once
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
Certain new proposals may look attractive
that
or promise a great deal But be aware
ur
taking
into
fooled
he
ramify
could
WV
necessary risks
SCORPIO(October 23-November 210:
You coukin't ask for a better time to lay
your cards on the table. especially where
partnership or rornantac sefairs are concerned
A dynamic aspect urges you to speak your

by Bill Amend

FoxTrot

BY Park Maw

IF 1'01)AI IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Let where you arr going. not N here yOU are
coming from, be your guide and inspiration
over the nest 12 months. Schemes and
dreams are no longer enough. Now its time
to put our most secret plans into operation
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Strong individuals are not embarrassed to ask for help
when they need it, and ahhough you were
born under one of the most independent signs
of the zodiac, even you must lean on others
for a while. Many are willing to lend a hand.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): You are
not about to allow yourself to he hoodwinked
over a work or financial matter. In fact, you
have rarely been so determined to put flight
those ho ha% c. taken your support for grant-

•••• .}.10.410.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

mind.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-Dc•
cenaber 21): If you honestly feel that you
have been let down, misjudged or misquoted then by an means force a showdown
Facts aod figures may come to ligtv %rid he
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difficult to shrug off
CAPRIt.'OR'. iDeeember 22Jaauary
19): Whim vou want and what you are likely
to get are two different things Which doesn't
mean that yov should hack down or accept
is
less You will need to fight harder for what
nghtfulls yours
4QU ARR 7S flanuars 20-February
1/1): The influence ot Pluto and Jupiter at
the miti-heaven point ot your solar chart
seems to he causing you a few headache,
You will look hack on this period as the time
you finals decided on the direction of your
true vocation
PISCES (February 14-March 20i:
Continue to keep an open mind where family affairs, travel and communication are concerned Don't eipeci everything to fall mu-,
place at once Ride your time
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By Patric Walker
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

For Tuesday, February 1
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
There are bound to be moments when
you feel you are being penalized because
sou insist on sticking to your principles.
Nevertheless, what you now discover
will make all the pain and sacrifice
worthwhile.
ARIES (March 21-Aptil 19): Some
enforced changes have depleted your energy and left you feeling nervous and
insecure. Bide your time, because the
way ahead will soon be clear.
TAURUS (April 20-Ma) 20): Saturn in Pisces had no doubt made you
realize recently that you should plan
ahead. You will reach your destination
quicker if you take someone you love
along for the ride.
GEMINI (May 21-Juae 29): No
matter hoe hard you try to settle your
differences, you don't seem to he making much progress. Your only sensible
course is to distance yourself from those
you are too shortsighted to take the long
s iew.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A5cept what others propose, es-en if it goes
against the grain The stars signify that
others now have the upper hand and can
not be forced to give at
LEO (July 23-August 22): Sort the
corn from the husk and get your finanial affairs beck into some sort of order
You appear to have been letting things
drift lately. It's time to regain control
VIRGO(August 23-Septeotber 22):
Saturn allied to Mercury in Pisces should
bring out the best in you now and help
you over any lingering emotional upsets These changes are necessary to your

long-term advantage
LIBRA (September 25-October 22):
Events at work are about to take a turn
for the better In fact all the worry and
uncertainly of the past few months should
'se dispelled this week allowing intentrent decisions about the future
SCORPIO (October 23-November
21): There's no point in reading the not
.ict if others aren't reads to listen Use a
centle approach, especially with careerelated problems Lull others into a false
sense of security
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-Deand
ember 21): This is a challenging
decisive time on the home front, but there
nothing you can't handle if you put your

mind to it What was once a hone of contention could now bring you es-en closer
JanuCAPRICORN (December 22to
ary 19): Although you mas be eager
to
pursue a business plan. don't expect
make much progress while Mercury remains under the rather negative influence of Saturn in Pisces
ruirt
AQUARIUS(Januar, 20-Feb
110: The accent is still very mud-,
financial matters and the need to ensure
that everything in shove hoard Don"
make any commitments you can't keep
PISCES (Februar, 10-March 20)•
You need no longer wait patiently in the
from
wings. nor can anyone stop you
Mercury
taking what is rightfully yours
a rt
allied to Saturn urges von to call
ambition
tars bluff, proving your
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• Mr. Potato Head meets the art world in new exhibit

ArtsForum

• Latest batch of children's books explore the arts
• Artists of all types needed to interview. Cali X1267

•Review

Koko Taylor sings red-hot blues
By. I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer

In The Near Futwe:
Film and discussion: "Low and
Goddes,. pan of the Power of Myth
tape discussion series of the Wilson
Center. facilitated bs Tina Passman. 7p.m.. Mondas, Jan 31. 67 College
Me.866-4227.
Ma:-The Prirnevci Fireball part
of the video series "Cantlc k to the Ccrsmos" with Brian Sa mime ofTered by
Peace Studies and the Dept. of Physics
and Astrronorm , 12:15-1!45 p.m..Toesday. Feb 1.Inman lounge. Memorial
Union
MCA: Performance by the Reduce
Shakespeare Courant
p m., Saturdas. Feb. 5. Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
Rho: "Orianido, pan of the Not at
the Mall Film Seres. 310 and 7 p m
Sunday, Feb. 6. Hauck Auditorium
Memorial Union Admission

On-Going Arts and
Entertainment:
Paul Knaut Maine Pltotogre plats
N1,,cum
a. Jan 26-March 20 Hauck Gallers,
Union
Leslie Bostrom: Paintings. a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit through
Feb 20. Carnegie Gallers in Carnegie
Hall
Migrant Witt& II. a 1.:Mame Museum of Art exhitit through Feb 20.
1918 GzIlers in Carnegie Hall
Biemiel Jerk Wales Amateur
Thetegraphy Exhalsit. a UMaine Museum of Ar exhibit through Feb 7.
Graphics Callers. Union
Pesobsrot Bay Smilers. a 1.•Maine
Museum of Art exhibit through Feb 16.
Hole in the Wall Gallery, Union
.acred Buddhist 4.rt from Tibet. a
Hudson Museum exhtbit of contemporars paintings front Tibet through March
11, Maine Center for the Arts
Inuit lutages: Their 1Me Through
Their Art a Hudson Museurr exhibit
of COMCITIptifiry !Mil prints and car' wigs through Mara 13 Maine Center
for the Arts
Movie sad Live Musk. ever)
Thursday night at the Rare, • Horn,7:3(1
pm Call SS , 17'14
Thumbs, Night at the Bear'.DM
featuring live music 9 pm Cal! 5811 -'14
Moviesfrom Wis.ever) Moseley,
6 40 pm. 101 Neville Call 581-17:4
hmenstieuei Folk Dateekg.ever's
Motaday. p m.. Call M1-1734.
Peace Studies Vides Leach Series. ever) Monday. 12 15-1 10 pm
Bangor Lounge. Memorial Union
Maine Review Poetry leaden&
firm Tueadas of every month Ram's
Horn. Call 581-8707

Koko Taylor belts out the blues (Courtesy photo)

•MCA review

Experi
By Deanna
Staff Writer

AMY

Whars
new on
the drts
scene?

The Maine Campus,1

In a swirl of sequins and perfume.
Koko Tay lor and her Blues Machine took
the stage at Hauck Auditorium Saturday
for what was one of the finest blues shows
the University has seen since Taj Mahal's
performance last year.
The Blues Machine opened its set with
the late Albert King's "Oh, Pretty Woman" not the Roy- Orbison song) and Roben Johnson's standard "Sweet Home Chicago." Has ing worked the crowd to an
appropriate fever pitch. guitarist Eddie
King introduced the Queen of the Blues to
a %dooming audience.
"Thank you for ins iting us here for the
first time, we hope that s ou will ins ite us
back." Tay lot said and launched the band
Into "I Cant Let Go" from her newest
release on the Chicago-based Alligator
Records label.
Taylor. a native of Memphis. Tenn.,
has been on the forefront of modem and
traditional blues for many years working
with all the greats from B.B. King to
Buddy Gus. who makes a guest appearance on her new album.
"In Memphis. we sing Gospel music
on Sunday and blues on Monday .- Taylor
said
As can be expected with any performance. technical problems plagued their
cameo with a painfully overpowered public address ss stem and a frustrated key boardist who spent most of the show glaring at his malfunctioning keyboard Yet,
in true blues tradition, the show went on
and the sold-out crowd turned the aisles of
Hauck Auditorium into a dancing freefor all
Set KOKO TAYLOR
on page 16
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•Review

"Requiem,/ brings tears ofjoy
By Deanna L.. Partridge
Staff Writer
they that mourn for thes
shall he comforted' Marthes 5 4
If classical musk Is considered one of
humankind's greatest pleasures the per
formance of Brahms• Requiem Saturdas
night must he considered pure rapture
The performance of ''Johannes Brahms
Fin Deutsche. Requiem Opus 45.- presented to the I niseroty of Maine's Department of Musk, was anxious!) awaited
to put it mild!. People were a acing for
rickets and lined the halls of the Maine
Center for the Arts well before the doors to
the concert hall opened
A quick glance at the program and the
first question that came to mind was where
was ever)nne going lc fir Hundred' of
musicians and music lovers, ranging from
high school students to college professors
from private cm'en.to the t lmversits Sing
ers and the ( )ratorir. Societs participated
"Blessed are

in the performance
From the first instant when the singers
arose from their chairs so that thes could all
he seen it was clear this was going to he an
Impre%sive performance
It was a perfectly gorgeous experience,
The orchestra complimented the s owe.and
vice Vt./N.7 as rrtUCh as the different %A al
sections complimented each other I. very
voice and every instrument was working
together with every note The love for
Brahms• Requiem was evident to the immense effort a ith whioh it was performed
Only at the verN namet were there any
technical blemishes that detracted from the
performance These included the distract•
trig hissing
the
at the beginning and
ending of words and cut-offs that could
have been crisper and more ss•nchronized
That is all niognoking. however txx-use
nothing could overshadow the sweet tonal
blending
the voices
The sheer volume of the voices and the
ptstentia, power of the chorus Was almost

awe-stoking The voices were never harsh
and ix , instrument even brash in its presentation of the piece Simply amazing was the
degree with which such a large assembly
could control its volume. increasing and
decreasing at the conductor's will
The esoitero-rtt of the wort is something that truls needs to be heard for oneself in order to he fully appreciated It was
as though angels were lulling one into serenit) and then carne the wrath of bows
fly ing timpani drums resonating. voices
echoing and horns sounding
louder and louder still a pause or two.
and then a break with every section singing
something different Bows still singing forth
in rapid succession, then to low strings
with deep tones that were the undercurrent
to it all Voices join in again alternating ;n
tone taking turns with the orchestra
Just listening is enough to make one
drunk with adrenaline Ponder for a momen!
See RFQ•UTF.M
on page 16
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Experimenting with body parts is Bostrom's art
By Deanna
Staff Writer

1. Partridge

It's not quite graffiti, although there's
good graffiti an out there Suffice it to say
the Leslie Bostrom exhibit new to the
Carnegie Gallery this month is just something the eyes have to experience to apnre-
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Fluorescent pink, primary red, yeltaa green and blue piled on iop of and
layered over each other without a care
for drips, runs, smears or criticism It's
wild. shocking. maybe even a little embarrassing.
Bostrom pulled out the bright paints
and all the stops for a great exhibit worth
a v. alk in the cold to see.
Social commentarv.that's the kes This
exhibit says something. It talks about men
and women.issues of sexual identity . race
relations, politics and personal manipulation.
The artist like to e x pert ment with -body
pan imagery- and layer several screens or
plates to see what she gets. Bostrom prosided her own narrative for the v fewer to
read upon entering the gallery , but the rest
is up for grabs.
"The surfaces of the works are rough.
scabrous and layered, ripped and glued.
scrapped don n and built up Thus the
piece looks like it has a kind of skin, as if
it were a body," she *rote.
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A series of works in glass frames approximately two-and-a-half-feet square
begins the exhibit The works are a combination of lithograph, etching, serigraph
and chine colic. Although each piece is
different, they share the common threads
of similar colors and are a collages of
breasts, lips, ears and Other parts
From there the remaining works are
immense in size spread across canvas
several feet in width and height All the
words have disembodied parts as the main
focal point and are adorned with the arttype
:
ist's comments %linen in a graffiti
manner wherever she wanted to write
them
It was interesting to see the artists
notes to herself, such as fix this or work
more on that. What was even more interesting were her notes to the viewers. An
oil and acrylic collage titled "Lesbian
Hand" is a perfect example.
The piece is a huge hand with four eyes
in the palm and mouths in various posiBostrom, stares back at passers-by in
tions on the linger tips There is a small "Naughty 5 Senses." a piece by Leslie
photo,)
eiser
(Wickenh
square in the lower left corner that depicts Carnegie Hall
two fingers coining out of an open mouth
we all become manipalators of meaning iii
sional and textured_
in place of the tongue
s"
"Naughty 3 Senses" depicts an eye, certain situation
"Thumbs are very important to us lespieces in the exhibit is
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the
of
One
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g
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bians" is written across the left side of the
which is simply loadHeads.
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Requiem
the energy that must go into singing with
such power and how long the orchestra had
been playing without but a brief rest.
Incidentally, it was quite obvious that
among others, Conductor Ludlow Hallman, Music Department chairperson, was
enjoying himself immensely. Except for
moments of intense concentration, one
would be inclined to guess, he was having
the time of his life. To see the performers
enjoy what they are doing only enhances a
performance.
The performance featured soloists soprano Nancy Ogle. a member of the Music
Department faculty. and baritone Joseph
Wiggett. a 1985 UMaine graduate now.
pursuing a professional singing career in
New York.
Both soloists were polished in their presentation of the work. but seemed to approach the music differently . Wiggett, who
performed in both the third and sixth movements appeared to be quite gratified by the
experience. Ogle, upon completion of her
solo in the fifth movement, had the most

extraordinary ofexpressions upon her face.
It was perhaps a gentle look of honor and
yet resignation. It was an expression that
defied explanation, like the Mona Lisa's
smile.
The Requiem was Brahms' first major
work for chorus and orchestra, which made
its premiere performance in 1869.The work
was II years in the making and was der-ied when Brahms was only 36-years-old.
The seven movements of the German
piece are not typical of masses for the dead
that speak ofjudgement and are more often
than not gloomy. Brahms' work is comforting to listen to for the most part and
speaks to consolation and reconciliation.
The Department of Music deserves nothing but praise for bringing such a quality
production to the stage. The huge undertaking was well-worth the effort.
"...Blessed are the dead which die in the
Lord from henceforth - Yeah.saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their labours:and
their works do follow them." Revelations
14.13

The Ca
Sports

in the
The University of Maine music department performs Brahms' Requiem
Maine Center for the Arts Saturday night.(Courtesy photo.)

Koko Taylor

•Book ideas

Art, artists and music for the kids
AP —James Si:Neill Whistler (125:W1903i and Paul Gauguin t 1848-19031 both
were artistic innos ators and difficult —esen
impossible—men Their sets different uses
and artistic s isions are described in twosets
diflerent solumes in the First Impressions
series bs Harrs N Abrams Ins
Art historian and intis As is Herman
begins "James McNeill Whistler'• bs show mg us that Vo hotter often lied about where
he was horn. but was quick with a ripo,te at
a slight to his real birthplace—and then
explaining how this tied in with his art
She uses lite to illustrate art throughout
a book that is both a t ass-foaling biography
of a flarnho ant w it and a lot id exposition ot
the art shown in :Lt color and 10 black-and white illustrations
Berman'. sentences occasionally klunk.
but this .• a minor flaw in a wealth of
information about Whistler. and why sts les

and %utiles:Ps that .ccrn los ely but tame today
were resoluttanary and ex en scandalous in
their time
Howard Greenfield's "Paul Gauguinis a straightforward account of a life and art
that were both wilder than Whistler's. It is
an interesting life, and the book is wash
reading if less illuminating than Berman's.
Both"Whisder''and "Gauguin.'are written for older children. perhaps I and up. bOth
ht•Callse tit" difficult words and lifestyles that
some parents might not wish their children to
.
read about Whistler's lifestyle was Lone h!
modem stantianis- —he used with women to
whom he was is t married,and was not alasw
faithful CLuguin's preference for 13- and 14year-old Tahitian girls is likely to raise more
quesuons. although Greenfield says simply
thai they load with and took cat of Gauguin.
Laurie Carlson's "EcoAn'•• IA Williamson Aids Can' Book) is, as the title
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0 Call 338-96531

indicates-,an art book oh a seta different sort.
It is filled with earth friendly arts and
crafts such as dolls, baskets, sculptures, airplanes and all sorts of other things to make
out of sines, leases, twigs and household
odds and ends. for ages 3-9
The projects all look reasonable. many
of them fun, and the explanations are clear
without condescension Three degrees of
difficulty are marked with maple leases.
and jwojects likely to take more than an hour
are marked with a clock.
"Kids Make Music Clapping & Tapping
From Bach to Rock" by Asery Hart and Paul
Mantell is another in the Kids Can' Wiles
The original songs are uninspired I "MUSIC IS
a feeling. That s what we mean to say. So if
you want shout. Just let the shout come out.
And kt the music plaaaaaay t There's a lot
of cute text as in the or.bestial section's talk
CM le Bassoon
about Aunt Oboe
Han and Mantel{ did not cons ince me
that es ers OW can make music my mother's
rendition of"Good King Well(SeSlaS•'sounded like Schonberg
On the other hand, it is indeed inclusisc.
with a page (Nr tew sn just about any son ot
music that comes to mind

S"
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Other high points of the night included
Koko's renditions of Freddie King's "I'd
Rather Be Blind" and "That's, Why I'm
Crying" from the Alligator Records 20th
Anniversary CD sampler
Despite any problems from audience
hecklers the music perset ered and es cry one enjoyed themsels es as was easily seen
by the empty seats and full dance floor.
Authentic blues musicians are a treat at
('Maine and full credit goes to those ined in putting the show on as well as
Koko Taylor and the Blues Machine Taylor appeared as part of the Ci% il Rights
Awareness Month celebration sponsored
by Cheryl Daly and Multi-Cultural Affairs,
Backstage. Koko sat with her road manager at a long table in the bowels of Hauck,
unwinding from her energetic performance. Unlike Taj Mahal, who had a lot to
say about the CO il Rights Mosement.
Koko seemed a bit more resen ed tor may be just tired after a two hour performance)
about making profound statements.
"I don't know nothing about politics, I
just know that any body who don't dig the
blues got a hole in their soul.Truer words may have never been spoken

HELP!
Seen an interesting exhibit lately?
Can't stop telling everybody
about a great concert yOU Nst
saw)Go to great events and
wonder why you never read
about them in the paper?
Hey, why not share what you're
thng with the whole
university'
Write for The Maine Campus
arts section and get involved in
what's new on the art scene
The ArtsForum is looking for
people interested in writing
about tin ings their interested in
For more information, call
Deanna at The Marne Campus
at 581-1270
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Dorsett heads 11.1- 1_
Hall inductees
ATLANTA (AP) — Running back
Tony Dorsett led the charge of six NFL
greats into the Pro Football Hall of Fame
Saturday, celebrating his election with a
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shout.
To the Hall, yall, Dorsett exclaimed. "Hese I comer•
He reaches Canton with some impressive company,including longtime Dallas
teammate Randy White, who anchored
the Cowboys defense while Dorsett a as
leading the offense
Also elected were Minnesota mach Bud
Grant, Sari Francisco cornerback Jimmy
Johnson, St. Louis tight end Jackie Smith
and Cleveland running back Leroy Kelly
Dorsett finished his career with 12.739
rushing yards and 77 touchdowns. That
followed a Heisinan Trophy-winning ca •
reer at Pittsburgh, where he sct an NCAA
record with 6,082 yards rushing and became the first college player to have three
1,500-yard rushing seasons.
"This is the best call I've had ins long
firm," be said when Hall ofFame director
Pete Elliott telephoned him with the news.
'It's yaite an honor to be elected the first
time around.
''In my mind,this is the best fraiernity
there is."
Dorsett arrived in Dallas in 1977,two
years after White Together, they played
in five NPCchamplooship games and two
Soper Bowls.
Dorsett finished his career as the
league's second-leading rusher and set a
record that will never be broken with a99yard TT) run against Minriesota Jan. 3,
1983 For him,though. winning the Super
Bowl in 1978 overshadowed his other
accomphshmenta.
Like aorsett. White wa.s elected in his
first yea on the balks. He shared MVP
honors in the 1978Super Bowl and played
in nine straight Pro Bowls from 1478 to
1986. He finished with 1,104 tackles,
second most in Cowboys hisaxy.
Domen and Kelly we the 20th and 21st
modern era running bail elected to the
Hall of Fame Kelly, who played from
1%4-1973 wid• the Browns, made it as a
schoor candidate,a player whocompletni
6t) percent of his career 25 years ago
Kelly backed up km Brown fix his
first two seasons,then replaced Brown in
1066 and rushed for more than 1.000
yards each of the next three years. He
finished with 7,274 yads rushing
Johnson.the bent* of 196001y nipic
decathlon champion Rafer Johnson,
47
Played 16seasons for the 49crs and had
interceptions. second most in dub hp4on He was four-tone All-Pro
Smith planed from 1%3-'7 with the
n finished his career with
Cardinals ad
NW
Dorsett and White on Dallas' 19'8
champions lie played in five straight Pm
Bowls and f rinfirki his career with 480
fog 7 Q18 yard. and 4011X He
was the all-tune top receiver among tight

cathes

ends when he retired

• UMaine hockey team drops pair to Huskies
• Northeastern women's hoop down UMaine
• Arena's 23 lifts UMaine men over NU

Frustrated Bears fall to Huskies
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
If there is one word that can accurately
portray the University of Maine hockey
team's recent struggles recently, that word
must be frustration.
Frustration means going 0- for-I5 on your
powerplay in a two-game series. Frustration
means out-shooting your opponent by a 5749 ioargin over the course of those two
games, yet getting outscored by a differential o19-3. Frustration means watching the
opposing goalie do an uncanny impression
of Ken Dryden.
Frustration means losing.
All of the above offers a nice synopsis of
the tnals the Black Bears have endured in
going 0-3-1 in their last four games.
Yet, all of this aggravation came in just
a pair of games this weekend with Hockey
East rival Northeastern University. It's no
wonder UMaine lost both games — Friday's by a 5-2 score,then Saturday's by a4See FRUSTRATION
on page 18

NU net during weekend
UMaine forward Pat Tardif battles in front of the
hockey action at Alfond (Boyd photo)

•UMaine women's basketball

Huskies halt UMaine win streak
By John Black
Sports Writer
The last time the University of Maine
and Northeastern University met the Black

controlled the boards in the overtime to
boost them to a 63-57 win over the Black
Bears.
"We went to box out and they were just
revenge.
little
a
Huskies got
bit more aggressive," UMame coach
little
a
NAC.
5-1
The Huskies. l0-overall and
Joanne Palomho said of the Huskies overtime rebounding. "We boxed out sort or
halfwas and that forced us under the bas-

Bears knocked the Huskies out of the North
Atlantic Conference postseason tournament.
Saturday afternoon at Alfond Arena,the

over

ket."
Sophomore forward Stepb Gold' agreed
with Palombo
1 felt like we were caught underneath
the basket. nspeciafty on those free thmws."
Guidi said. -They're a very athletic team
and without putting the hods on them the
your back and they are
are going to go
going to get the rebound."
UMaine. 12-6 overall and 5-1 N AC,had
a chance to win with the contest tied at 5353 in regulation, but Erin Grealy's jumper
wouldn't fall,
islortheastern responded by outscoring
the Black Bears 10-4 in the extra session.
After a Sew Dionne bucket tied the
contest at 55-55 with 3:59 remaining UMaine
was held without a bucket until Dionne
connected again with just five seconds to

play

up the offense in UMaine game with
UMinne point guard Clwissy Strong sets
Northeastern Saturda (Boyd photo)

With the Huskies holding a 58-55 advantage, Shin is McClintock missed two free
throws. But Marissa Peinixia came away
with the rebound, was fouled, and sank ta
of her five overtime free throws to put the
Huskies up five with l.lhtoplay.
-We got some key boards on free throws
so take it out and use the clock and I think
dial was really a key." Northeastern coach
Joy Malchodi said of tier club's overtime
board work. -11 was pretty much a hard
defensive get-the-eonnts- where-you-can
See UMAINE WOMEN
on page 20
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Frustration
1993 Anaheim Mighty Ducks draft pick
i count. It's no wonder they are frustrated.
"I guess frustrating is the best way to David Penney built the NU lead to 2-0 1:25
put it." said UMaine senior captain Cal into the second penoti. snapping the reIngraham after Fnday's loss."We're work- bound of a Jason Melong shot off the nght
ing hard, and things just aren't going in. post and in.
UMaine cut the lead in half less than two
We're missing a lot of chances hut we're
always buzzing the net We can't get any- minutes latei when Reg Cardinal stole the
puck, broke in along the left boards, and fed
thing to go in"
Wayne Conlan cutting through the slot for a
And UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh.
"It was frustrating We had plenty of dazzling shorthanded goal.
But J.F. Aube answered hack just 12
good chances to score and We're just has ing
a tough arise putting the puck in the net. But seconds later, beating Marsh with a wrister
the more you dwell on it, the more frustrated at the left post and prompting Walsh to
replace him with freshman Blair Allison
you get and the less chance y ou have
It looked like a good move when Allison
UMaine I 2-11- I overall. 7-6-1 in Hockey East) had its chances early in the firm gracefully picked Dan Lupo's point blank
period Fnday, but NU junior goalie Todd shot out of the air less than a minute after he
Reynolds was up to the challengc. Rey- entered the game. Soon, UMaine's Tardif
nolds's prettiest save came on a stick stop of would go in on a breakaway and score to cut
UMaine's Pat Tardif on a 2-on-1 break 408 the lead to 3-2, and it appeared that the
goalie change had shifted the momentum in
into the contest.
"Qa lie obsiously, Todd Reynolds came the Black Bears favor
The momentum was short- I isied, howevup huge the entire game,"Northeastern coach
er. With UMaine on the powerplay and
Ben Smith said
Meanwhile, the Huskies(15-6-3.7-6-3) itching to tie, NV's Tom Parton stripped
took full advantage of their opportunities. Black Bear defenseman Dave Maclsaac of
thanks in pan to some shaky UMaine goal- the puck at the blueline and sent Huskies cocaptain Mike Taylor in on the breakaway.
tending.
NV's Francois Bouchard heat Black Bear Taylor went low on Allison for a 4-2 NU
goalie Blair Marsh on a harmkss-looking lead with 5:29 left in the second period.
—That one was the biggie," said Smith.
shot from in front of the UMaine bench for
"They were domiriati ng play and seemed to
a 1-0 lead 17.58 into the firm.

Northeastern's Mike Taylor.
be on the verge of tying at, and then our best
offensive player goes in (and scores) on a
breakaway. The hush came over the pool
room after that."
The Huskies added an insurance goal on
a Dan Lupo breakaway score midway
through the third period.
Saturday's game was much the same for
UMaine — many chances, few goals. The
Black Bears peppered NU goalie Mike
Velma- early, getting off seven of the first
eight shots of the contest.
But the ninth shot—an easy Melon) -toTaylor goal when UMaine got caught in a
line change — gas e the Huskies a 1-0 lead

HAVE YOU FOUND
THAT LIFE AFIER COLLEGE
IS FIII ED WITH I ESS THAN
GREAT EXPECTATIONS?
.\ career in real estate with our
CENTURY 2P office may be just
the opportunity you are looking for.
Because there are no entry level jobs
in real estate. And your financial
success is limited only by your own
efforts.
The CENTURY 21 system offers
the best support in the industry. It
has the biggest national advertising
EAC.IFIrCE 6IICIEaclec%"61C mle 7.9m17
Nos"bsitor

program. It will train you while
you're starting out, and provide
ongoing educational opportunities
as you progress.
To turn your expectations into
reality, give us a call.

12:32 into the game.
UMaine tied it upon a Dan Shennerhorn
wnster in the low slot two minutes later, but
the Huskies' Jason Kelly and Torn Ca Connor
scored the first two goals of the second
period to give N11 a commanding 3-1 lead.
Veisor (33 saves) kept UMaine at bay
much like Reynolds had the previous night,
and the frustrated Black Bears left Alfond
with their third consecutive home defeat.
Black Bear Notes: Friday's game was
UMaine's first non-sellout in 148 home
games, dating back to the 1984-85 season.
•Freshman forward John St. Pierre made
his debut for UMaine Saturday. He wore a
familiar number to Black Bear fans — 28. It
was last worn by Black Bear great (and
current Team Canada star) Jean-Yves Roy
during the 1991-92 season.
• Team USA is in France preparing for
the upcoming Lillehammer Olympics, and
Coach Tim Taylor's squad is still two players over the 23-man roster limit.
One of the players cut could he Calgary's Flames forward Ted Drury, who is
recovennt from a broken kneecap. Word
has it that the other player dropped will
either be University of Minnesota forward
Darby Hendrickson or UMaine forward
Chris Ferraro.
If Drurs, is deemed healthy enough to
play in Lillehammer in, two weeks, both
Hendnckson and Ferraro could be let go. If
he does get cut, Fa rraro would certainly give
a boost to UMaine's anemic offense
Meanwhile, Taylor has said all along
that the goaltending job was Mike Dunham's to lose. Well, it appears Dunham, a
former UMaine star. may have donejust that
after allowing 29 goals over a recent fourgame stretch.
Taylor was quoted as saying that "you
have to go with the hot goalie," in Lillehama hiah a ould mean that another former
UMaine star. Garth Snow. could wind up
being the No 1 guy
• Former UMaine baseball star Mark
Sweeney was among those is attendance
this weekend. Sweeney, a 1991 UMaine
grad, hit a combined 356 for two California
Angels minor league affiliates this past season and was recentls added to the Angels'
40-man roster.
• UMaine senior forward Chuck Texeira, who missed the Ni: series, is scheduled
to have an EMG on his injured left shoulder
•
Tuesday.
.
"It's strange,' hbve no strength in my
arms," Texeira said."Hopefully I'll find out
Tuesday how serious it is."
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Poo!. As Q1 press time, no results were available.(Boyd
1 he University of Maine swim teams took on Boston College this weekend at Wallace

•INA LB

Bo knows the Angels at least in 94
ANAHEIM.Calif. I AP)— Free agent Bo
Jackson has tentatively agreed tocontract terms
with the California Angels, according to a
published report Sunday.
Jacksun, who played with an artificial hip
in 85 games last season for the Chicago White
Sox,will be guaranteed less than $500,000 but
can earn more than $I million with bonuses in
the one-year deal,the LOS Angeles Times said.

The former football player became a free
agent three weeksago when he rejected Chicago's arbitration offer.
He will try out for the starting left fieldjob.
'lie's a guy we thuilt can help us,.• Angels
general manager Bill Bavasi said. -1 think we
base a nice club on the field, but were not in
position to al,orb injuries.'"
lhe team is planning to schedule a news
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Delivery Special
Sunday thru Thursday only

FREE Coke
with each pizza delivered to campus

conference this week,the Times said
Injured while playing football for the Los
Angeles Raidersin 1991,the 31 - year-old Jack son missed die entire 1992 season alter undergoing reconstructive hip surgerm . In 1993, he
,ear afwi
was named comeback player mmi the ;-,
hitting .232 with 16 home.. and 45 RBIs.
The Angels ahrady ham e a designated hitter in Chill 11)-a,.ici and were planning to stan

Eduardo Perez in left. The Angels are yawned
howemer, that Perez's right elboms issuspect
Jackson was originally selected by the
Angel., in the 20th milfkS ofthe 1985 draft. He
was drafted again by the Kansas City Royals.
and in 1987 sinned a two sport career with the
Royals and Raiders.
Jackson's best year came in 1989.when oe
hit .256 with 32 home runs and 105 RBIs.

PRISM
PHOTO
CONTEST
The PRISM Yearbook is
announcing a student
photography contest Photos can
be black and white or color
They should be of this campus
or Maine scenery, and can
include people, animals, and
close-uns of architecture
Winning entnes will be published
in the yearbook, and gm will
receive the title of Best Photo,
which will be accompanied by a
$50 cash prize All entries must
be accompanied by name,
address and phone number
Please submit entries to the

ght
Delivery hours 5 p.m. to 12 Midni ry
delive
and
Daily Prices include tax
student. too!
Tip your delivery driver. He/She is a
Luttueci Mat. 01114

PRISM Office, 3'floor of the
Memorial 1 flion by Friday,
18 February 1994
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UMaine women

•UMaine men's basketball

Arena leads UMaine,79-67
Maine (79)
Horsey, 4-2-10, Arena 8-6-23, Collins
2-3-7, Barnes 8-2-18, Jones 2-0-4, Hunt
2-6-10, Smith, Jones 1-3-5, Schmidt 1-02, Keeling Totals 28-59 22-13 79.
Northeastern (67)
Alsdullah 4-0-10. Brown 8-6-22, Sin-

glad* 3-0-9, Djossou 2-5-9. Harmon I 1-3. Powell ,Carey 1-4-7, Fraser, Barney
2-0-4, Murphy 1-0-3 Totals 22-58 16-20
67.
ah(2),
3-pt.tleid goals: Arena, A
Singletary (3), Murphy, Carey
Halftime: Maine 43, Northeastern 27

•Death on the slopes

Cup organizers defend safety
measures despite tragedy

offense.
game as it usually is with us and Maine.'
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have
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Northeaste
to
key
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too
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a
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vvere
They
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offen17
the
was
ornbo said 'The killer stat
Canine Jones tossed in 11 points for the
sive rebound.. for Northeastern against our
Huskies while Cheryl Robinson was also in
nine. The offensive rebounds are the key.figures with 10.
double
The Huskies were led by NAC Mayer of
and Guidi led UMaine with 16
Dionne
points
17
netted
who
.Anis
Katasha
the Week
Grealy added 12. Guidi led all
while
points
on 8-25 shooting.
rebounds.
"This is not a one person team." Anis players with 12
at halftime when Guidi
27-25
led
UMaine
teamher
of
scoring
said referring to the
missed shot with four
mates. "There wasn't a point where 1 was put back her own
worried about not being the center of the seconds left in the half

died in a hospital 21/2 hours later.
The state prosecutor opened a probe
Sunday into Maier's death and examined
GARAIISCH-PARTENKIRCHEN, the scene of the crash.
Helmut Schw eighofer,Maier's boy friend
Germany AP) — World Cup organizers
the father of her 4-year-old daughter.
and
said Sanday the crash that killed Austrian
spot and broke into
star Ulrike Maier could has c happened on Melanie. also v %sited the
tears.
deand
world
the
in
any downhill course
He strongly cnticized World Cup offifended their safety measures.
t safeMaier. 26, a two-time world champion, cials for what he said were insufficien
family
the
that
indicated
and
measures
ty
a
during
crash
broke her neck in a terrify ing
World Cup downhill race Saturday She planned to sue for damages.

By Nesha Starcevic
Associated Press Writer

Super Bowl?
What Super Bowl?

Maine Campus classifieds

Summer lobs With Upward Round
Work with high schooi students on the
University of Maine campus We need
English,foreign language,science, math,
career iciformation teachers, a nurse,
residential life counselors, workshop co
ordinator. work experience coordinator
and others Summer work-study espe
catty helpful Excellent professional ex
oenence Room and board available for
some positions Details/application Up
ward Bound, 316 Chadbourne Hall, Uni
versoy of Maine, 581-2522.
Production Assistant needed-layout.
of the Maine Campus. 10-15 hrs/vveek
Knowledge of Macs. PageMaker,
graphics programs helpful Apply a.
Maine Campus in Lora Hall.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENTMake up to 52,000-54,0004/mo. tear
ing basic conversational English abroad
Japan, Taiwan, and S Korea Many ern
PloYers provide room & board • other
benefits No teaching background or
Asian languages required For more in
formation call (206) 632- 1146 eat
15067
Cruise Shops Now Hiring-Earn up to
S2.000./month working on cnnse ships
or land- tour companies World travel Sum
met & full-time employment available No
experience necessary For more informa
on call 1-206-634-0468 ext C5067.
URGENT NOTICE! NETD CASH, fart
5300-S500 week Iron- HOME clipping
articles from your school, local, state and
nati newspapers' Earn S3-SS/arbde par
time, Easy work-no experience needed
High paying opportunity Start immedi
ate*/ l WRITE Director. Dept 108,P0 Box
i 916, Ft Lauderdale, FL 33339-1916.

from page 17

Amiga SOO computer-Super resolution,
graphics and killer music and speech Like
super VGA and Soundblaster built -in! 1
meg memory, 2 disk drives, color monitor, over 100 games. animation and productivity programs Mouse and 2 joysticks $400/80, will consider trades Jeff
827-7928
SnovAmarti equipment'93 K2, 94 bindings,'92 boots, goggles, lock,'93 glovesS400 or 0 1-8662, ask for KC
cornputerfor sale-Complete
system including printer only 5500 Call
Chris at I -Si'( r'PG 5685

tnfites
Roommate wanted for spacious apt in
Olo Town Very flexible and many conve
niences For info call 827-7287
5110 + utilities per month, own bed
room, near McDonald's, on bus line, with,
lease to July Avail. now 827-7450.
Roommate needed immediately-2
bdrrn apt -S187 50 • toil Only 2 miles
from campus Call Rob 827-0536 Clean
neat.
Share lovely. guiefhorne in Orono
Reasonable great deal, phone, laundry
utilities incl Call Clara 866-3701
Roommate wanted-2 bedroom apart
merit in Old Town, 2 miles from campus
No lease or deposit $187 SO/mo includes
heat• hot water Call Justin at 827-5653
Roommates wanted in Washburn Apt.
' rty and
.,r•.
Re- •
Amy at 866- 75b`,
female roommate needed-123S/
mo incl washer & dryer Close to
campus Please contact len at 866 3943

. the basement ot l,ui
' Stop b)
Hall for your classified cid.

Resolution solution! Step aerobics at
Clark's Fitness Beginners welcome
Evening classes, low prices. 827-2456
What are you doing before the
Simpsons? Come check out Circle K
Thursday 6 30 Sutton Lounge.
!PRIMED DJ SERVICE,The r lost music,
over 512,000 All reouest, exactly what
°L. want, Mi.e i. aramee 947 -6559
/

I

,

loSt &

found

Lost: Missing from Ram's Horn on Sat 1,
22/94-1 soft bass case, 1 DOD flange,4
patch cords 9 volt battery Any mfr.)cal
Public Safety at 1-4040
Lost: Prescriptdn sunglasses in a ma
rooms case in December/January If found
call Laura at 581-1686
Lost: Reddish -brown rolled collar
sweater on Wed 1/26 520 reward
Scott 866-5682,
Lost: Maroon coat w/ hood in Deering
Hall first floor on Mon Jan 24th Please
contact left McElroy at 827-9849
'to place your CRCS lost and found ad
stop by the Maine Campus

Spring Moak VS-Cancun, Bahamas
Jamaica, Florida & Padre I 110% lowes!
price guarantee, Organize 15 friends 8
your trip is free, Take a Break Studer"
Travel(800) 328-7283
Last chance to boa!SpringIreak sale-19941 Special rates from Boston to la
maica and Cancun from only 5449I10w
est prices guaranteed to S Padre, Florida ,
Call Sunsplash Tours today at 1- 800
426-7710.

Telmer Wood, Orono-Come join us!
Great place to study, walking distance
to University. No worries All utilities
included 10 day lease Maintenance or
-call 24 hours a day Management on-site 1,2, and 3 bedroom apartments
Rents begin at 5386 Ali are welcomed
Call 866-4300 to apply EHO.
Apartments for fall '94. Efficiencies 1
2, 3, 4, 5 BR apts Walking distance to
campus 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Orono-Nice. dean, 1-2 bedrooms, in
town Heat & hot water incl , parking
5475 866-2386
Orono-Heated 2 BR apts partially fum
Wth r walking distance to Unry 8662816
Orono-Rooms in private home A two
minute walk to Univ. 866-2816
Rooms for rent-Modem, dean, dose to
campus Rvervirm TownhouseApartments
$225/mo. Everytninc ind 827-6212.
5 bedroom townhouse apartment2 fuli baths, modern clean, close to
ramnirs heat in, SROO/mo 827-6212

it AIR

Josh & Clinton-Yo,. were 'breathtaking." Your minds and bodies gave us
inspiration--Tamfka. Laura and Lie
sro the cute guy who sits in the front
row of physks class-see ya at the
Maine Event
Oh Chef toyardee andliralgO Bay,
thanks so much for the wonderful
evening of fine dining and sparkling
conversation Let's do it again soon'
-Jennlial I Bonn
Tothe God in painting-We could mike
beautiful art together'-FAP

